Firmware for XDJ-RX – CHANGE HISTORY
Ver.2.21 (26 October, 2017 Update)
[FIXED]
 With SYNC enabled certain MP3 files did not sync.
 Waveforms were not shown when tracks were imported to some
USB hard disc drives.
 Auto BPM did not work when selecting MASTER for BEAT EFFCT
channel while selecting LINE/PHONO for Input.
[IMPROVED]
 Beat countdown MEMORY CUE color specification changed to
match other cue points.
 Accuracy of the tempo slider when the XDJ-RX was used as a
controller with rekordbox dj.

Ver.2.20 (29 November, 2016 Update)
[FIXED]
 Certain controls on the XDJ-RX did not work when using
rekordbox dj.
 When using some USB devices, rekorbox library was not shown
on the browse screen.
Ver.2.10 (10 March, 2016 Update)
[FIXED]
 Certain controls on the XDJ-RX did not work when using
rekordbox dj.
Ver.2.00 (24 February, 2016 Update)
[ADDED]
 Full HID connection established enabling Track Browsing and
Waveform Display when using rekordbox dj.
Ver.1.80 (29 October, 2015 Update)
 NEW - LOAD LOCK accessed via the UTILITY menu enabling the
option to prevent a track being loaded during playback.

 FIXED - No audio outputted when loading a track during SLIP
LOOP.
Ver.1.70 (8 October, 2015 Update)
 A playlist can now hold up to 10,000 tracks.
 Fixed an issue where loading tracks became unavailable when the
E-8306 error message appeared on XDJ-RX.
 Fixed an issue where a wrong audio was output when loading a
track with a hot cue set at its beginning.
 Fixed a rare issue where unexpected EMERGENCY LOOP
started when loading a track stored in a USB device.
Ver.1.60 (26 May, 2015 Update)
 Fixed an issue where XDJ-RX freezes when selecting a track with
specific types of artwork.
 Fixed an issue where a track you did not select would be loaded
when loading a track from the [KEY] category.
 Fixed an audio skipping issue when playing specific VBR tracks.
Ver.1.50 (2 April, 2015 Update)
 Fixed an issue that loading tracks does not work properly.
 -Fixed an issue when using active loops function.
Ver.1.40 (19 March, 2015 Update)
 Support Traktor Pro2
 XDJ-RX supports Android OS mobile devices when the rekordbox
is installed and they are connected to XDJ-RX.
Please check the link "http://rekordbox.com/en/download/" and
check "for Android" for the system information of compatible
mobile devices.
Ver.1.30 (2 March, 2015 Update)
 Supports HFS+ file format.
 Fixed the issue that the characters of Greek can not be displayed.

